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RE: ANNEXXUS 316 
 
 
To all of our customers and partners: 
 
 
i³ International is proud to announce the launching of it’s new video IP encoder, the 
Annexxus 316.  It is the latest addition to our family of products and maintains the highest 
level of quality you have come to expect from i³ International. Tailored for today’s 
economic climate, the Annexxus 316 is the most affordable solution as it allows you to 
extend the life-cycle of your existing analog system and eases the transition to the IP 
video world.  The Annexxus 316 will be released in the first quarter of 2010 together with 
SRX-Pro and iP-Pro version 1.6. 
 
 
The Annexxus 316 is a transitional device that allows 16 channels of analog video to be 
converted to IP video.  Utilizing the H.264 compression, the Annexxus 316 will transmit 
video over the network much faster, using less bandwidth, and projecting video at a 
higher resolution.  It can deliver 16 channels of video at 25 images (PAL) or 30 images 
(NTSC) per second at 1CIF resolution, and it is capable of providing 4CIF/Full D1 
resolution at 6.5/7.5 images per second for every video channel. Video can be viewed 
remotely with Internet Explorer 6.0/7.0 or i³ IP-Pro – NVR software.  The Annexxus 316 
also integrates seamlessly with existing hybrid DVR solution – SRX-Pro software 
 
 
The Annexxus 316 is designed with ingenious foresight making it an unobtrusive and 
user-friendly model. It is rack and wall mountable allowing to position the system in a 
small space and will accomodate various environments. It requires 24 AC which is the 
same voltage used for all analog cameras making installation easy and affordable. The 
AX316 can handle 1 TB of internal hard drive for backup, and it offers the addition of an 
external eSATA input. Boasting afforability while not falling short on quality, the Annexxus 
316 is the i³ answer for today’s IP security needs.  
 
 
As with any of our products, we are commited to providing our customers only the best to 
bring your organization to the forefront of IP video securtity. Should you have any 
questions or concerns, we welcome you to contact our technical support via email  
suuport@i3dvr.com, by phone 1.877.877.7241, or visit us on the web at 
www.i3international.com.  
 
 
Best regards, 
Technical Support and Services 
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